SovereignSky & RUON Electronic Currency
launches on primary Satellite into Space
onboard Space X Falcon 9

SovereignSky, Ruon & SovereignAid on a mission to eradicate extreme world
poverty & bank the world’s unbanked with new electronic currency Distributed through
their global satellite wi-fi network.
Vanberg Airforce base, 4th December, 2018: SovereignSky, the groundbreaking
space technology and blockchain behind the new, all-in-one AI, social, chat and
cryptocurrency mobile App, RUON, co-founded by Stan Larimer (Father of EOS’
creator, Dan Larimer) and Timothy E. Burke (founder of MovieFund & creator of Planet
X franchise), today announce that SpaceQuest, their satellite developer and strategic
partner, has launched two of its microsatellites on Spaceflights’ SSO-A Smallsat
Express.
Get involved today and purchase some of these space-based ‘Free World’ currencies at
either ruon.io and sovereignsky.com

The satellites, launched on Space X’s falcon 9, are named BRIO and THEA, were built
and are owned by SpaceQuest of Virginia, the leading US, government-level satellite
solutions, components and space data provider with decades of successful flight
heritage.
BRIO and THEA were launched aboard Space X’s Falcon 9 rocket on Monday. They
were integrated, along with 70 other satellites, on SpaceFlight Industries’ SSO-A
mission. They join SpaceQuest’s other low-earth satellites already on-orbit that are
collecting, processing and analyzing data for AIS and IoT and now RUON’s Dapp
applications (www.ruon.io).
SovereignSky (www.sovereignsky.com) plans to deploy a total of 36 satellites to not
only power its social App RUON, but to help re-educate extreme global poverty by
beaming its cryptocurrency SovereignAid’s to large land masses above the equator,
which until now didn’t have wi-fi access.
The mission is probably one of the largest in scope and scale but one of the most
important. RUON and SovereignSky companies plan too:
1. Put its blockchain in space and create a 'Free World Currency'
and alternative world payment for the $155 Trillion in crossborder settlements each year.
2. Beam cryptocurrency, SovereignAid, to modems and phones
distributed to the poorest and remotest parts of the World to
help eradicate extreme global poverty.
The company is already in talks with government agencies and charities of Mother
Terresa to complete their global mission.
The brainchild of sci-do creator and writer Timothy E. Burke whose partner is Godfather
of blockchain, Stan Larimer an ex-NASA rocket scientist who envisioned a 'blockchainin-space' with no terrestrial jurisdiction.
RUON & SovereignAid blockchain nodes will be situated across the company's entire
satellite network, which is being established to provide the world with free wi-fi and
access to a new global and free World currency called; ‘SovereignCoin’.
It will thus be the most accessible electronic currency in the world, available across the
globe, including to those in the poorest and most remote parts in Africa, India and South
America. SpaceQuest is the official satellite manufacturing partner.

SovereignAid will work closely with charities across the globe to distribute blockchainready mobile phones with the RUON App pre-installed, as well as a portable modem in
a box. The satellites communicate to the modem, which then talks to the phone. When
SovereignAid (RUON or SovereignCoin) is sent to the phone, the village can then
spend this money to buy food, medicine or water. SovereignCoin can also be donated
to people in need from anyone in developed World by anyone via the RUON App. In the
developed users will post content and earn RUON coins from their family, friends and
followers. These coins are stored in their wallet and can them be shared and sent
directly to people in need who are also using RUON app.
Timothy E. Burke, RUON founder, explains: “$800 Billion is donated each year to
charities, however you have little knowledge how or where your donation is spent. Now
97.5% of your donations goes directly to the person, doctor, Village, shelter, dog pound,
orphanage you’ve selected on the app. The donees receive their RUON or
SovereignAid instantly and can upload photos and videos of the donation being put to
good effect. Donees can personally thank their donors through the app and donors also
can monitor via blockchain smartcard reporting exactly how the donation has been
spent. We feel it’s one of the most effective and trusted donation and verification
processes ever created”.
Taking inspiration from Instagram, Facebook, WeChat and Bitcoin, RUON is a social,
business and chat built on the EOS/BITSHARES hybrid, space-based ‘Sovereign’
blockchain one of the first interchangeable blockchains. Allowing all coins and Dapps
across the EOS, Bitcoin, Stellar, Ethereum and Sovereign blockchains
to talk to each other.
It has been carefully designed to become the Instagram of business apps, creating a
innovative B2C environment for businesses to globally connect to their customers,
maximize their sales, attract new users and provide dedicated stores (used and
promotes by their own customers) with support from customer group chats.
RUON officially launched at World Crypto Con October 2018 and key features include
Instagram-style personal profile pages; “AI” intelligent text and contact management
and messaging; online banking services (inc. Sovereign routing and sort codes); a suite
of useful everyday applications like on Wechat; allows users to earn RUON money from
posting content; a google-style search engine for all blockchain applications; a digital
wallet powered by Coinbase, the world’s most popular digital wallet and a connected
cryptocurrency smart card to your digital wallet. RUON officially launched at World
Crypto Con October 2018.

Watch the RUON Revolution Video here: https://vimeo.com/267956069
The private sale of tokens is currently underway and has raised more than $1.3m in a
few days.
Stan Larimer, Co-Founder & CTO of SovereignSky & RUON, said:
“My former work at NASA coupled with my extensive experience in blockchain means
we at SovereignSky are in the unique position to combine the power of blockchain with
the reach of Space to benefit the World on a social, humanitarian and financial level.
This is ground-breaking stuff and we’ve created a blockchain which other Dapps,
projects and companies can now build and launch on.”
Timothy E. Burke, Co-Founder of SovereignSky & RUON said:
“SovereignCoin is designed to redistribute the World’s wealth to help protect its people,
preserve its wildlife and feed its population. We believe we can simultaneously serve
the world’s wealthiest and poorest individuals, providing utility for the former and a
lifeline to the latter. Charitable, functional, and spendable, SovereignCoin will become
the free Word Global Currency.”
Dino Lorenzini, CEO of SpaceQuest said:
“We are proud to be SovereignSky’s satellite manufacturing and space operations
partner. Tim and Stan have an incredible concept to help eradicate global poverty.
SpaceQuest’s extensive experience with satellite construction, launch and operations
will create an unprecedented constellation of blockchain satellites for SoverignSky.”
-ENDSINTERVIEWS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
About RUON
RUON is a highly sophisticated, next generation Artificial Intelligence (AI) social media,
chat and blockchain application integrated with its own debit smart card and digital
cryptocurrency wallets. The app has all the capabilities of 'Instagram', 'Snapchat',
'Wechat' for easy adaptation of cryptocurrency, bitcoin, EOS and ethereum applications
for the millennials and the mass market. For the first time you'll be able to automatically
earn RUONs everytime you post.

“POST. STREAM. EARN. SPEND. GIVE.”
- Timothy E. Burke

For further information on RUON and why it's so special, watch these short videos:
● RUON Explainer: https://vimeo.com/249573027
● RUON Revolution: https://vimeo.com/267956069
● RUON App Features: https://vimeo.com/267078868
● RUON Social Media Market: https://vimeo.com/274267520

About RUON (www.ruon.io)
The future of Social Media. A highly sophisticated social media, chat, business and banking
application for millennials, for the cryptocurrency generation and the world's unbanked. The
new, all-in-one social, chat and cryptocurrency business app that has been built on
SovereignSky technology, the first space-based blockchain. RUON It's a game changer and
will connect you to the world in a way you never thought possible. Expertly designed, making
you money instantly, and rewards you for the number of shares, likes and posts that you
contribute to the network. Now for the first time, you’ll be able to:

Post. Stream. Earn. Spend. Give

About SovereignAid
SovereignAid, the social arm of RUON, is set to revolutionise the third sector with
transparent and immediate access for multi-generations, HNW to Fortune 500
companies to provide immediate donations to global communities and people in
need. SovereignAid and SovereignCoin will provide a new electronic currency to the
world’s two billion unbanked, with many safe-guards to becoming one of the first
‘stable’ digital currency. Global philanthropic opportunities will be created via a
smartcard solution, allowing 97.5% of the donation to go directly to people in need.
Sovereign amd RUON collaberate creates a global financial network that will provide a
platform for companies and individuals to donate to SovereignAid’s charitable venture.
About SovereignSky (www.sovereignsky.com)
SovereignSky is a space-based blockchain of the Sovereign ecosystem designed to
confer equal access to the world’s wealth to anyone on earth, regardless of their
location, nationality and economic starting conditions. SovereignSky will combine a
blockchain platform and token with a low earth orbit satellite network, based upon space
technology of SovereignSky’s partner company, SpaceQuest, and thus transcend
jurisdictional and infrastructural limits; its processing Node locations in Earth orbit
enables it to offer equal access and equal opportunities to participants from all over the

planet and the first “Free World Currency” it incorporates the concepts of “Building
block(chain)s for a better planet” introduced by PwC and the Stanford Woods Institute.
About SpaceQuest
SpaceQuest was founded 25 years ago and has extensive experience in the design,
development, integration and launch of government used satellite systems, as well as
the implementation and operation of space-based data and analytics businesses. The
company has successfully completed the development and launch of space systems for
a variety of key clients, including Space X, Bigelow, NASA, Air Force, Navy , Canadian
Space Agency, John Hopkins, exactEarth, and MIT, as well as delivering key
components for most of the world’s aerospace and defense integrators. SpaceQuest
has delivered on-orbit over 20 turnkey data communications satellites to a variety of
commercial customers. In addition, SpaceQuest currently owns and operates its own
LEO satellite constellation, collecting, processing and analyzing data for AIS and IoT
applications.

